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There is a definite need for the writing of the history of 
mathematics during Islamic medieval times. But, unfortunately, 
the realization of this need does not make the problem any 
easier. In fact any immature attempt at the writing of such a 
history could very well become detrimental to the whole field 
of Islamic Science, 
Two such books have appeared on the market recently, one 
even more ambitious than this book under review for it purports 
to study the whole Arabic science, but both are to be considered, 
at best, as commercialized attempts to capture some of the "now- 
popular" interest in Islam and the Arab world. This new interest 
is aroused by a variety of factors, none of which is a real 
concern for the history of mathematics; for one does not 
readily find any support for the most pressing need to edit and 
publish the primary sources of Islamic mathematics that are 
still neglected in libraries all over the world. 
The book under review does not add anything new to our 
knowledge of these primary sources, though one should expect 
that from an author who can overcome the difficulties with the 
language of medieval Islamic science; in addition it has not 
even succeeded in updating our knowledge of the secondary 
sources. To give a blatant example of the lack of command of 
the secondary sources one need only refer to a few first-rate 
articles in the Dictionary of Scientific Biography on Battani, 
Biruni and Ibn al-Haytham, which were not even consulted by the 
author; for had he done so he would not have made as many 
mistakes as he did. For example, one does not know what to make 
of the way the astronomer, and the Harranian and Sabian Battani 
became an Arabian prince and a governor of Syria according to 
our author (pp. 13, 70). The classical work on Battani is that 
of C. A. Nallino (al-Battani... Opus Astronomicum . . . Milan 1899), 
which does not support such claims, nor does it seem to have 
been consulted by the author. On the contrary, the reader is 
referred by the author to the Concise Encyclopedia of Arabic 
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Civilization of S. f, N. Ronart (Praeger, NY, 1960), by no means 
an authoritative work, and even then the claim of the author is 
left without any support. 
The author’s stated purpose in writing this book “is not 
simply to record isolated discoveries, but rather to explain 
the progress of mathematical thought” (pp. 14, 93). That he 
attempts to do in seven short chapters: an introduction and 
a conclusion, and the five remaining ones are devoted to 
Historical Setting, Arithmetic, Algebra, Trigonometry and 
Geometry. The book falls quite short of its aim, for after 
reading it through one is left with little more than a list of a 
few famous names of mathematicians and a few of their works 
loosely connected by very general statements. Add to that the 
many mistakes, a few typographical errors, and the incomplete 
documentation that is most frustrating to any reader who 
requires any clarity whatsoever; e.g., none of the manuscripts, 
mainly from the India Office, referred to in the text and in 
the bibliography carry any titles and the reader is left on 
his own to struggle even for the subject matter of these works. 
Moreover, the book is marred with more serious unfounded 
statements that may lead the innocent reader to believe that 
the Moslem mathematicians invented the zero and the decimal 
system and discovered the sphericity of the earth. One reads, 
for example: “As a result of their studies, the Muslims 
established the fact that the earth is a sphere floating in 
space” (p. 96); also: “Muslim mathematicians invented (sic) 
the present arithmetical decimal system.. .I’ (p. 7); and “Moslems 
Offered the Zero” (p. 37). 
With the state of our knowledge of Islamic mathematics being 
as it is, one can realistically hope for a short coherent book 
on what is known so far, and an updating of the secondary 
literature. But much more thorough research need to be done 
before the aim of this book could be reached. 
Finally one ought to congratulate the designer of the dust 
jacket for his selection of a manuscript illustration from a 
work of Ibn al-Shatir of Damascus (1375 A.D.) which depicts the 
lunar model, itself having a great affinity to that of Copernicus 
and has been the subject of several papers in recent years. 
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